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Burnt timber cladding and materials palette

Burnt Ceder Cladding

Clear Burnt Cedar
Dento yakisugi - 伝統焼杉

please get in touch
Unit 8, Penn Street Works, Penn Street, Amersham, Buckinghamshire HP7 0PX
Phone: ++44 (0)1494 711800 Email: office@shousugiban.co.uk  
Remodeling and Home Design - Call +44 (0)1494 711800 for sales and advice.

Burnt Larch Cladding

Burnt Hardwood Cladding

Modified Timber Cladding

Specialist Wall Cladding

Traditional techniques are used by us to offer uniqueness to each 
individual project. There are many finishes and textures we can 
provide for interior and exterior projects. From the traditional highly 
burnt fragile looking to the sleek and contemporary finish; we 
provide them all.

Your projects are unique and so are we; often required to create 
one off designs, colours and finishes – if you know what you 

want we know how to produce it.

The ancient Japanese art of burning timber to provide a 
beautiful and long lasting product is a technique that we 
have a proven expertise to supply, design and install. The 
manufacturing process is detailed, accurate and dangerous; 
one that we have perfected… Shou Sugi Ban

Cedar Brushed Flat Sawn Dark
Kurai yakisugi - 伝統焼杉

Cedar Brushed Flat Sawn Light
Yama yakisugi - 暗い焼杉

Cedar Brushed 1/4 Cut
Junsui yakisugi - 純粋焼杉

Larch Charred
Tokage - トカゲ

Larch Burnt Light Brushed
Koshikijima - 甑島

Larch Burnt White
Byakko - 白虎

Larch Burnt Heavy Brush 
Shiberiatora - シベリアト7

English Oak Wire Brushed 
Hokkaido - 北海道

Oak Burnt Light
Oku no nami - オークの波

English Oak Burnt
Honshu - 本州

Modified Timber Charred 
Kuril - 千島列島

Modified Timber Brushed
Kyushu - 九州

Modified Timber SYP Charred
Minami no - 南の

Modified Timber SYP Brushed 
Kiiro - 黄色

Larch Enhanced Grain Decking
Karamatsudekki -
カラマツデッキ

Enhanced Grain Boards
Kyoka sa reta kokumotsu - 
強化された穀物

Modified Timber Enhanced Grain
Hijo ni mirikiteki na - 非常に魅力的な



what is Shou Sugi Ban
The ancient Japanese art of burning timber to provide a beautiful and long lasting 
product is a technique that we have a proven expertise to supply, design and install. 
The manufacturing process is detailed, accurate and dangerous; one that we have 
perfected… Shou Sugi Ban

Yakisugi
Traditional techniques are used by us to offer uniqueness to each individual project. 
There are many finishes and textures we can provide for interior and exterior 
projects. From the traditional highly burnt fragile looking to the sleek
and contemporary finish; we provide them all.

portfolio
1 English Oak Burnt, Honshu - 本州

2 Modified Timber Enhanced Grain,
 Hijo ni mirikiteki na - 非常に魅力的な

3 English Oak Burnt, Honshu - 本州

4 Larch Burnt Light Brushed, Koshikijima - 甑島

5 Clear Burnt Cedar, Dento yakisugi - 伝統焼杉

6 English Oak Wire Brushed, Hokkaido - 北海道

7 Larch Burnt Heavy Brush, Shiberiatora - シベリアトラ

8 Cedar Brushed Flat Sawn Dark, Kurai yakisugi - 暗い焼杉
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